ESH SCHOLARSHIP FUND

LEUKAEMIA UK INTERNATIONAL SCHOLARSHIPS
are available for the:

22\textsuperscript{nd} Annual John Goldman Conference
Chronic Myeloid Leukemia: Biology and Therapy

Mandelieu-La Napoule, France
October 2-4, 2020

Chairs: J. Cortes, T. P. Hughes, D. S. Krause
Organizers: R. Bhatia, T. Brümmendorf, M. Copland, M. Deininger, O. Hantschel, F.X. Mahon,
D. Perrotti, J. Radich, D. Réa
Advisory Committee: J. Apperley, S. Branford, C. Gambacorti-Passerini, F. Guilhot, R. Hehlmann,
P. Laneuville, G. Saglio, C. Schiffer, S. Soverini, P. Valent, R. Van Etten

INFORMATION AND APPLICATION FORM

The ESH Scholarship Fund is a multi-sponsored project designed to support access to new biological
and clinical data in the context of lifelong learning in Haematology.
ESH independently ensures all scientific peer review and selection procedures.
ESH is also independently responsible for all administrative aspects of the Fund.

Deadline for applications: May 8th, 2020

This Call for Applications is made thanks to a funding support from

Leukaemia UK
Blood cancer research and care

1. ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:

- Fully trained, with a maximum of 4 years of experience since your first junior faculty appointment
- or residents and PhD candidates

2. SCHOLARSHIPS WILL COVER:

- Registration fee (which includes conference materials, the Welcome Get-together, coffee breaks
  and luncheons during the conference)
- A travel grant to a maximum of 500 € (paid upon presentation of corresponding receipts).
Please: Complete this form and attach your curriculum vitae with photo

3. PERSONAL INFORMATION

Gender:
□ Male  □ Female

Surname: __________________________________________________________

First name: _________________________________________________________

I am fully-trained, with a maximum of 4 years of experience since my first junior faculty appointment:
□ Yes  □ No

I am still in training:     □ Yes   □ No

→ I am a PhD candidate □
→ I am MD and currently a PhD candidate □
→ I am a clinical resident □

Nationality: _________________________________________________________

Title and functions:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

Address: __________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

Phone: __________________________________________________________

E-mail: ___________________________________________________________

4. POST-CONFERENCE REPORT

Successful candidates will be required to send a short report explaining how attendance at the meeting proved valuable to them.
5. **CHECK LIST**

Make sure that you complete all sections of this application and provide us with all documents:

- Personal information

- A letter of motivation *(to be attached in annex)*

- Your curriculum vitae with photo *(to be attached in annex)*

- An official letter signed by the head of your department or laboratory certifying the in-training or early career status *(to be attached in annex)*

- An abstract *(Submit it here and also attach it in annex)*

- Your list of publications, if possible *(to be attached in annex)*

---

**Please send your complete application by email to:**

camille.dufour@univ-paris-diderot.fr

Ref: ESHCML2020 LEUKAEMIA UK INTERNATIONAL SCHOLARSHIPS

**Deadline for applications: May 8th, 2020**